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This chapter provides a summary of the thesis’ main findings, integrates these in the broader

picture of financial market research, and delivers a final conclusion.
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Despite being of fundamental economic and scientific importance, international financial

markets have remained considerably underresearched until today. This thesis presents three

essays on empirical asset pricing in international equity markets. In the first essay, the role of

firm-specific characteristics is analyzed for the momentum effect to exist. The second essay

investigates the validity, persistence, and robustness of the newly discovered capital share

growth factor across international markets as proposed by Lettau et al. (2019) for the U.S.

market. Lastly, the third and final essay studies stock market reactions of vendor banks to

distressed loan sale announcements. The three dissertation studies are briefly summarized

as follows.

The first essay, exemplified within Chapter 2, focuses on the momentum effect which is a

prominent and well-established return anomaly describing the tendency of recent past winner

stocks to outperform recent past loser stocks over three to twelve months holding periods

(Jegadeesh and Titman, 1993). The presented study provides a comprehensive and thorough

analysis on whether this effect is more pronounced among firms that exhibit specific char-

acteristics, as for instance younger and smaller firms. The empirical analysis relies upon 35

equity markets across the globe between January 1989 and June 2019 as well as upon 18 firm-

specific characteristics. Applying rolling regressions, the set of chosen firm characteristics is

used to predict momentum at the firm level. The analysis reveals that predicted momentum

profits are highly significant in explaining and enhancing actually observed momentum re-

turns. Global differences in both, ordinary and characteristics-enhanced momentum returns

are found to most likely originate from cultural attributes as for instance individualism or

power distance. These results make rational explanations of momentum less likely but rather

provide empirical support for overreaction-based behavioral theories.

The second essay, presented within Chapter 3, analyzes whether growth in the capital share

of aggregate income can explain international equity portfolio returns as proposed by Lettau

et al. (2019) for the U.S. market. Given that multiple recent academic studies have empha-

sized data mining concerns in the field of empirical asset pricing (Cochrane, 2011; Harvey

et al., 2016; Harvey, 2017), broad replications and out-of-sample tests for newly reported

asset pricing factors are of specific importance. The second dissertation study therefore
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implements an analysis of 45 equity markets between January 1989 and December 2017 to

analyze the validity, persistence, and robustness of the capital share growth factor. Following

the two-step regression approach by Lettau et al. (2019), the empirical evidence presented

in the study corroborates the importance of capital share growth as a local risk factor across

international markets. However, the findings simultaneously imply that there exists severe

geographic heterogeneity in the explanatory power of this factor. Pooled estimates show

that capital share growth is particularly significant for Emerging Markets, while being less

relevant for G7 + Australia (excl. U.S.). Also, and unlike the results reported by Lettau

et al. (2019) for the U.S. market, information contained in the KS factor of international

markets does not subsume information contained in alternative factor models, but partly

adds additional explanatory content to these model specifications. Cross-country differences

are found to originate from differences in private wealth inequality as well as differences in

public wealth and public reserves. Overall, the study illustrates the importance of this newly

discovered asset pricing factor and disperses potential data mining concerns.

The third essay, presented within Chapter 4, studies how stock markets react upon distressed

loan sale announcements. To do so, the study is the first to synthesize a large transaction

database which compiles 476 NPL deals of European vendor banks during the period 2012

to 2018. This data set is used to provide novel insights into the NPL market which so far

lacks transparency and publicly available information. Applying event study methodology,

the empirical evidence demonstrates that distressed loan sale announcements cause signif-

icant positive stock market reactions of vendor banks involved within these transactions.

Information related to NPL sale announcements is priced within the [-5; +5] event window,

implying that there exists only a small time horizon for investors to gain abnormal returns.

Cross-sectional regression analysis further reveals that abnormal returns are driven by a

size effect and real estate collateral. Lastly, applying logistic regression analysis, the study

demonstrates that real estate collateralized NPLs are most often acquired by opportunis-

tic funds, while they are avoided by consortia of multiple buyers and undisclosed investors.

Overall, the study concludes that reported findings are caused by the specific characteristics

of real estate as an asset class and the knowledge and human resources needed by investors

to cope with it.
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The three essays presented within this dissertation as well as their summarized main findings

are integrated into the broader picture of financial market research as follows.

First, this dissertation contributes to the ongoing market efficiency debate by demonstrating

that existing return anomalies are at least partially persistent, predictable, and most likely

driven by behavioral biases. The findings reported in the first essay provide empirical support

for the behavioral finance approach by Shiller (2003) and stand in contrast to the efficient

market hypothesis by Fama (1970). Conversely, however, the third dissertation study shows

that despite the existence of behavioral-driven return anomalies, financial market partici-

pants are still capable to accurately process highly complex information in a comparatively

fast, however not immediate, manner. Apparently, this inference corroborates the rationality

of financial market participants and in doing so the theory by Fama (1970). Taken together,

results derived from the first and third dissertaion studies imply that both, rationality and

irrationality is found to be prevalent within international equity markets.

Second, the thesis shows that despite the presence of severe data mining concerns in financial

market research, newly discovered asset pricing factors offer the possibility to enhance and

deepen our understanding of what drives security prices. Simultaneously, this implies that

financial market research is still distant from understanding which factors truly matter in

explaining expected asset returns. Broad replications and out-of-sample tests are necessary

and can best be achieved upon the basis of international equity markets. This approach

simultaneously augments the existing knowledge of what segments and integrates financial

markets and offers the possibility to improve regulatory frameworks and market conditions, to

identify cross-country differences in investor behavior, and to exploit and improve investment

strategies.

Overall, it can be concluded that standard financial market theory based upon the rationality

of agents is still pervasive. This thesis, however, finds that international equity markets are

at least to some extent inefficient. Existing inefficiencies, in turn, seem to be driven by

behavioral biases. Ultimately, the market (in-)efficiency debate as well as the search for

factors explaining asset prices in a complete and robust manner goes on.
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